Overcoming Challenges with
Wind Integration
While wind turbines represent a source
of clean, renewable energy, they also
pose several challenges. Wind power,
unlike a diesel generator, fluctuates,
making it difficult to maintain overall grid stability and power quality
if too much is installed. Because of
this, smaller grids — the kind found
in developing countries, island communities, and more than 250 remote
communities in Alaska — experience
greater fluctuations in frequency and
voltage.
Recent research investigated the use
of a genetic algorithm (GA) based
proportional integral derivative (PID)
diesel speed controller to improve
frequency regulations. Specifically, it
looked at microgrid systems with high
wind contribution, such as the kind
in Alaska. The research found that the
test controller did, in fact, improve
frequency regulation as compared to
standard diesel speed controls.
Accordingly, this type of GA-based
PID diesel speed control strategy is
proposed to improve frequency regulation in high-contribution wind-diesel
hybrid microgrids.

Case Study 3: St. Paul Island

S

t. Paul Island, one of the remote Pribilof Islands in Alaska’s Bering Sea,
is home to an innovative high-penetration wind-diesel hybrid microgrid
developed by TDX Power. TDX Power, a subsidiary of the St. Paul
Island Tanadgusix Village Corporation, installed the system, which consists of
three 225 kW wind turbines and two 150 kW diesel gensets, to supply electricity and space heat to an airport and industrial complex with airline offices,
equipment repair space, and storage facilities. TDX Power has been operating
this wind-diesel system for more than 15 years with up to 100% wind powering the grid — all without using a battery system. The system supplies continuous power by overproducing wind power when the resource is available
and diverting excess energy to secondary heating loads while incorporating
a 300 kVA synchronous condenser (and, more recently, a high-performance
flywheel) to maintain grid stability.
In 2009, TDX Power asked ACEP to assess various alternative technologies
that would enable the use of excess wind energy to power a fleet of electric
shuttles for tourism and residential transit on the island. Plug-in electric vehicles provide an excellent opportunity
for managed loads that can maximize
the use of a variable resource such as
wind and help achieve very high levels
of renewable contribution. Plug-in
electric vehicles have been identified as
a potential solution that could be well
suited in some areas of the state, particularly since a limited road network in
many areas means most commutes are
quite short in duration. Plug-in electric
vehicles on St. Paul could complement
existing managed thermal loads and
provide an opportunity to use the ample wind resource to offset imported
fuel used for transportation.
Wind turbines on St. Paul Island, Alaska
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Introduction

T

he rising demand for clean, renewable energy has propelled research on
how to integrate renewable energy resources—such as wind or geothermal—into the existing electric grid. Power systems integration (PSI) is
the process of integrating diverse energy sources, which are only useful if they
can be harnessed, into a coherent system. PSI, then, is both a challenge and
necessity, and it generates substantial need for continued research. This research
briefing provides background on PSI and the PSI Lab at the University of
Alaska Fairbanks and explores three Alaska case studies that look at the integration of diverse renewable power sources.

Power Systems Integration in Alaska
Alaska’s remote communities, spread across the state’s geographically diverse
regions, are home to more than 200 microgrids. Since the 1960s, these communities, which lack connection to the state’s main electric utility, have relied
heavily on electricity from diesel generators. However, because of rising fuel
costs and a recent increase in state and federal renewable energy initiatives,
many of these communities have integrated, or are planning to integrate,
renewable energy sources into their existing diesel grid.

The Alaska Center for
Energy and Power (ACEP)
based at the University
of Alaska is dedicated to
applied energy research
and testing focused on
lowering the cost of energy
throughout Alaska and
developing economic
opportunities for the
state, its residents, and its
industries.

Today, more than 70 of Alaska’s isolated
microgrids incorporate renewable energy,
including small hydro, wind, geothermal,
biomass, and solar projects. Each community
needs to address the various challenges of
power systems integration when incorporating
new renewable resources into existing diesel
systems. This research briefing includes case
studies from Nome, Kodiak, and St. Paul.
Each example shows how a community is
integrating local resources into its energy mix.

T

his 2013 project focused on integrating wind and geothermal generation into Nome’s existing wind-diesel grid. It
will provide Nome Joint Utility Services (NJUS) with data analysis, models, and additional information to support technical and economic decision-making processes.

Nome is an isolated community located on the western coast of Alaska, just above the Arctic Circle. The electricity grid in
Nome is an islanded microgrid, powered by a local wind farm (2.7 MW capacity) and diesel generation, although there is
potential to add 2 MW of low-temperature geothermal power to the energy mix. Currently, the wind farm’s fluctuations
are buffered by diesel generation; however, the smaller diesel generators that would cogenerate with a geothermal resource
may be insufficient to provide the regulation required to produce quality power.

Power Systems Integration Lab
With several hundred remote communities
whose reliance on diesel power results in some
Power Systems Integration Lab. UAF photo by Todd Paris
of the highest energy costs in the nation,
Alaska has a strong interest in improving the
working in remote village power plants in rural Alaska,
performance of both new and existing systems. To address
and the depth and breadth of knowledge required to
this need, ACEP established the Power Systems Integraprovide an environment conducive to on-the-fly problem
tion Lab for development and testing of hardware and
solving and selection of effective research and developsoftware components within an integrated grid system.
ment trajectories. The PSI Lab partners with industry,
The PSI Lab operates on the same scale as a village power
government, and academia to provide a controlled envisystem and can be modified for a wide range of islanded
ronment for a broad range of product development and
microgrid and distributed generation scenarios as well as
testing, including power control technologies that repfor the performance of individual components. The lab
licate real-world environments. Within a 5,000-squareenables research, development, and testing of grid comfoot facility, ACEP provides infrastructure and technical
ponents and control approaches without risking outages
expertise to enhance and validate new technology with
to customers, as would be the case in field tests. Thus, the
development partners. As a University of Alaska FairPSI lab provides an opportunity to integrate information
banks facility, the ACEP PSI Lab has no vested interest
gained from earlier technological developments into a
in any specific technology. The lab was specially designed
typical power system, which can accelerate the advanceto further the integration of intermittent generating
ment of the overall technology.
sources (such as wind and solar) and auxiliary equipment
required, e.g., energy storage, with conventional power
The PSI Lab offers unique capabilities, both in terms of
generation.
equipment and employees, who have years of experience

Looking Forward
What is a Microgrid?
A microgrid is a small-scale energy distribution
system that can be operated in a controlled, coordinated way either while connected to the main power
network or while islanded. In Alaska, microgrids
typically do not have the opportunity to be connected
to the greater transmission grid because of their geographical remoteness and thus they are not designed
with that operational capability.

Case Study 1: Nome

With renewable energy technology becoming more
affordable and an increased desire to incorporate new
energy sources into the existing power grid, there is a
need for more research to enable high contribution of
renewable, often intermittent, energy into a microgrid.
With the help of UAF’s PSI Lab, new technologies can
be constantly improved to meet the need for clean, reliable energy from diverse energy sources while maintaining system stability.

For more information: acep.uaf.edu

Phase 1 looked at the interaction of wind, geothermal, and diesel energy resources. Different capacities of geothermal
plants were simulated. Adding geothermal to the grid reduced the amount of wind power that could be admitted into the
grid (increased spilled wind). The model suggested that there was a diminishing return for increasing geothermal generation above 2.75 MW of geothermal capacity; the incremental reduction in diesel generation dropped off sharply after that
point as significant amounts of renewable energy went unused. Scenarios in which smaller diesel generators were added to
the grid resulted in a greater reduction in diesel generation.
Phase 2 explored energy storage solutions (e.g., flywheels and batteries) as ways to replace the lost regulation services that are generally provided by diesel units. An increase
of renewable generation can mean a lower load on the diesel generators and an increased
need to have them regulate their output to compensate for varying output from wind
generators. Operating diesel generators at reduced loads can result in reduced efficiency,
higher maintenance costs, and decreased lifetime. Scenarios in which energy storage
was added to the grid to supply spinning reserve resulted in a greater reduction in diesel
generation and reduced some of the stress on the diesel generators induced by adding
geothermal generation.

T

Pilgrim Hot Springs, near Nome, Alaska

Case Study 2: Kodiak

his 2009 project modeled Kodiak Electric Association’s grid and developed a plan for integrating energy storage
options to allow the installation of future wind or hydropower turbines. This model could be adjusted for other
rural Alaska communities with existing or planned wind projects.

Kodiak Electric Association (KEA) serves the community of Kodiak, Alaska, and is an islanded microgrid with generation
from a combination of diesel engines and hydropower. KEA constructed the largest wind farm in the state on nearby Pillar Mountain, including six General Electric wind turbines (1.5 MW each).
The goal in Kodiak was to optimize the balance between wind, hydro, and diesel generators in order to maximize efficiency and lower the costs of the system. Before KEA was able to install more wind power on its grid, a strategy was required
for smoothing power systems integration as well as energy storage for both the short term (for instance, using advanced
battery technologies or flywheels) and the long term (such as with pumped hydro).
A review of energy storage options for KEA included pumped hydroelectric, batteries, flywheels, and compressed air
energy storage. The most promising solution was a battery storage system. It was deemed cost-effective based on the
existence of mature technology, past success in other Alaska communities, and overall cost. Short-term battery storage was
investigated further in a dynamic power-flow model and results indicated a small but possibly significant improvement in
frequency response time.
Recently, Kodiak installed a 2 MW flywheel storage system; this complements an existing 3 MW battery system designed
to stabilize 9 MW of installed wind capacity. This system, combined with existing hydropower, will allow Kodiak to be
the first community to achieve nearly 100% renewable generation year-round.
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